
 
 
 

Your Guide To Mastering Facebook’s Timelines 
 

 
Timelines For Pages 

 
In this guide we are going to go over all the new changes 
Facebook has forced upon page owners.  There are a great 
many changes and, whether or not you like them, they are 
very likely here to stay - at least for a while.   
 
Facebook's stats are reiterated time and again. But they are 
for a reason. Facebook's 850 million users are active users, 
483 million of them use Facebook daily and 425 million are 



on Facebook through their mobiles - they carry Facebook in 
their pockets, purses and everywhere they go.  Facebook 
also supports 70 different languages and is quite literally all 
over the world. These stats continue to grow by the month 
and Facebook has said they're aiming for 900 million by the 
end of 2012 - but many think it'll be closer to the Billion mark.  
 
Facebook also accounts for 95% of 
time spent on social networks. This 
means that, of the total time people are 
spending on social media sites on the 
Net, Facebook is eating up 95% of that 
time. Unlike sites like Twitter where people 
leave quick tweets, Facebook has a huge 
"stickiness factor" where users are not just 
checking in and out, they are sticking around, 
looking for updates, and finding people, pages, 
groups, games, and more - they are interacting. 
 
Facebook first rolled out the new Timelines feature for 
personal profiles a few months back but people were also 
given the choice to opt-out of using the new feature. As of 
February 29th, Facebook began testing this new layout with 
(business) pages, and come March 30th, all Facebook 
pages will automatically change over to the new Timeline 
layout. Facebook has given every page owner a month's 
grace to test, learn, and edit their new page's look before 
they are published permanently in the Timelines layout - and 

seen by all their fans and users 
alike. 
 
One of the biggest changes 
Facebook has made is taking away 
the default landing pages with the 
new Timeline layout. This default 



landing page was where page owners could send users 
when they wanted to advertise their brand or promote 
something.  This was also an excellent way for page owners 
to "force" users to LIKE their page in order to access more of 
its content / wall. It worked well to convert users into fans but 
Facebook has said they don't want businesses being overly 
promotional. Facebook thinks that all brands have a 
personality and they want to provide these brands the 
opportunity to express themselves through the new layout. 
Pages can no longer force anyone to LIKE their page, they 
can only offer enough value to users that they want to click 
the LIKE button. 
 
It is important that your page's Wall (now called the Activity 
Feed) is designed in such a way that users want to read your 
updates, to see your pictures, to find out more about your 
products or services and, most importantly, that they don't 
mind seeing you in their newsfeed. Page tabs and apps are 
still available, although since there is no default landing 
page, page owners will have to drive traffic to these custom 
pages if they want users to enter a contest, sign up to their 
list or give up an email in exchange for a free gift.  

 
 
 
So what exactly is 
new with Facebook's 
New Timelines? First 
and probably most 



notable is the introduction of the new Cover Image - where 
pages can display a wide image of their brand. Profile 
pictures are no longer long and narrow and they don't 
appear down the left hand side anymore.  Nope, now they 
are front and center - taking up a large amount of the virtual 
real estate on your page.  There are a few rules which we'll 
get into later, but just know that page owners can't display 
any 'calls to action' or contact info on their new Cover 
Images.   The About section is now displayed in a more 
prevalent space below the cover image and profile picture. 
Tabs are also found under the Cover Image, giving these 
two areas more eyeballs focused on what your page is about 
and what it offers.  
 
The new Highlight Feed allows users to view and interact 
with your page the way they want to. The new Timeline 
Navigation lets users easily explore your page's or business' 
past. The Wall has changed to what is now called the 
Activity Feed - a place where users can view a collaboration 
of status updates, photos, videos, and other forms of user 
engagement. The Friend Feed is displayed on all pages and 
shows users' posts made by any of their friends about your 
page.  
 
Pinned Posts, Milestones and Starred Stories are three new 
ways to highlight important updates, launches, promos, etc. 
Private messaging has been introduced to pages - now fans 
and non-fans alike can directly send private messages to 
pages. This is accessed in the new Admin Panel which helps 
admins easily navigate through their page's Insights and 
Messages, as well as view the new Activity Log which shows 
everything ever posted by the pages admin or its fans. 
 
 
As we dive deeper into the changes that are happening with 



the new Timeline layout, take a look at the new design below 
- it looks radically different than the old-style pages.  
 
 
 
 

 



Composer Bar 
 
One of the smaller changes is to the composer. The 
composer bar has lost the LINK option and gained the 
MILESTONE option.  The link option was rather useless 
anyway as you didn't need to click it to add a link, you just 
needed to put http:// into the status box and it would 
automatically convert it to a link.   

 
 
Cover Image 
 
The Cover Image has taken on very different dimensions 
than the previous profile picture. You'll want to make the 
most of this space and have a stunning, captivating image to 
keep users on your page. The new size is a whopping 

851x315 pixels.  Facebook says they'll resize an image if it's 
not the proper dimensions but this hasn't worked out so well 



in tests.  Facebook has also set a minimum width that should 
be 399 pixels wide but it is smarter to just have it designed to 
be 851 x 315 px and you won't have any issues.  Make use 
of this massive canvas and make your images stand out as 
well as insuring that it represents your brand well. 
 
Facebook has made some restrictions so that these cover 
images do not become ugly and look like the old landing 
tabs. Nothing that can be deemed overly promotional is 
allowed on the new cover image. No pricing information, no 
sales or promotions, no contact information, website or 
company address. Also no 'calls to action' are permitted. You 
can't tell your users to LIKE or SHARE your page, or to 
signup for a newsletter any more. These types of things have 
to be done on custom pages and since you can't designate a 
default landing tab, the only way to get traffic is to drive it to 
that page or get the little trickle that may come in from 
people clicking your app thumbnail which is located to the 
right and under your Cover Image. 
 

 
 
 



Profile Picture  
 
The Profile Picture is now a small square, 180x180 which is 
displayed under your Cover Image. Anywhere your page 
posts - be it on Facebook or off - this picture will be 
displayed in its downsized version of 32x32 pixels.  
Therefore, you want to make sure the quality of your image 
is good and that it's still readable and looks good at this 
smaller size. Ideally, you want your page's Profile Picture to 
display your logo, brand or headshot clearly. It should be 
obvious to other users what you or your company is and 
does.  
 
 
About Section 
 
The About section is only 155 characters in length. This is 
prime real-estate and your page's first opportunity to have 
users click over to your website. Make this blurb about your 
company sharp and engaging. It needs to grab people's 
attention and make them want to click. A URL can be added 
to your site's homepage, a contest you're running, an opt-in 

page or any other place you'd like to direct traffic.  Make 
sure, however, that you include the http:// at the beginning of 



the URL as this will make the link clickable.  
 
If your URL is too long, use a link shortening service to save 
on space. Services like bit.ly offer customized link shortening 
that can also be tracked so you can see how many clicks 
you're getting. The entire About box is clickable and links to 
the information section, but the URL inside the box will link 
externally. 
 
 
App Display 
 
The new App Display has taken over the tabs sections and 
now finds itself under the cover image as thumbnails. Only 
four Apps can be displayed, and 12 in total in a drop down 
menu users will have to click into. The first APP on the left of 
the four showing is the Photos app.  This one cannot be 
changed so that leaves only three that are able to be edited 
and switched out.  

 
Your page's LIKES will by default be displayed in this App 
section, but you should swap out this thumbnail since users 
can see the number of likes to the left of the app section 
anyway. Therefore, you'll want to swap this thumbnail for 
another, more important one - for example a promotion, an 
opt-in with free gift, new store opening, contests, etc.  



 
To edit the thumbnail of these 
custom apps, you first need to click 
the drop down box to uncover all the 
apps (if there are more) and then 
click on the pencil in the top right 
corner of each thumbnail.  Clicking 
Edit Settings from here will bring up 
a dialog box that will have a link 
called Change.  Click that and you'll be able to upload a new 
image from the new window that pops up. The thumbnails for 
these apps are 111x74 pixels. 
 

 



Highlight Feed 
 
The new Highlight Feed is a small button in the center of the 
page right before the Activity Feed and Friend Feed starts. It 
is set on HIGHLIGHTS by default, but users can view your 
page by selecting POSTS BY PAGES and POSTS BY 
OTHERS. Highlights display a collaboration of post by users 
and admins and this is determined by what Facebook deems 
is most important and / or relevant. Posts by Pages only 
displays posts made by the admin of a page so users can 
find specific information and updates. Posts by Others 
displays post only made by users or fans of the page. It is 
important to keep your Activity Log 
updated and edited so that users 
don't see negative feedback 
displayed here.  This is just one of 
the reasons why it's important to 
have someone maintaining your 
page at all times.  
 



Timeline Navigation 
 
The Timeline Navigation lets users click back through the 
years and view your business or page's activity by date. By 
simply adding or changing the date of a post it will now 
appear in its chronological order. Dates can go as 
far back as the 1800s - so if your company or 
brand is REALLY old, you don't have to worry. This 
is why it's important to edit your past history and 
delete / hide any content that might be irrelevant, 
embarrassing, misrepresenting your business, 
negative, etc.  You'll want to go through your page 
acting like a customer, clicking everywhere that 
you can and seeing what your page looks like at 
that point.  And each time you click somewhere 
new, ask yourself:  
 

"Does this represent my company  
the way I want it to?" 

 
At the end of each month on the timeline is a 
Statistics Box. It includes how many people liked 
your page, how many pages you or your admin 

have liked someone 
else's page, and also 
who is talking about 
your page that month. 
This is the number of 
people who are engaging with 
your page - by liking, sharing, 
commenting, etc. 



Activity Feed 
 
The Activity Feed is basically a 
similar concept except Facebook's 
edgerank algorithm decides what 
posts are important to display and 
doesn't display everything you post. 
Admins can edit these posts in the 
activity log or as they appear in the 

Activity Feed by clicking on the little pencil in the top right 
corner of all posts and selecting hide or delete. 
 
Admins can also disable posting by a specific fan so they 
have more control over spamming or rude / negative 
comments. 
 
 
Pinning Posts 
 
Pinning Posts allows you to keep an important post at the 
top of your Activity Feed for the duration of 7 days. This is to 
highlight very important posts that will be the first one seen 
by users. Use this for things like very important updates, new 
releases, a new store opening, an event, a contest, etc.  
 
Links can be added and should be added to these posts or 
pictures allowing pages to direct users to their site or other 
important URLs. You can do this by simply adding http:// 
links to the description in pictures or directly in the posts 
themselves.  Posts can be pinned by simply clicking on the 
pencil icon. 



Friend Feed  
 
The Friend Feed highlights 9+ friends of the users who have 
interacted with your page in any way - as well as one 
comment made by one of these friends about that page. 
These comments are chosen and displayed at random by 
Facebook and will change each time a user returns to your 
page. Comments by fans and friends of fans have, of course, 
always been floating through the Facebook stratosphere; but 
now, pages are able to see this interaction on their page.  
Yet another reason why it is important to edit your page's 
past history and moderate the posts which show up on your 
page.   
 
This feature will help increase social proof when users can 
see that their friends are interacting with your page.  
 
 
Milestones 
 
Milestones are a brand new feature to Facebook. Basically, 
milestones are just that - a way to highlight a very important 
date in your business' or page's history. The date of the 

milestone can 
be set as far 
back as the 
1800s. The 
milestone will 
be displayed in 
its correct 
chronological 
time - the time 
that you specify 
when creating 

the Milestone. Milestones hold a heavier weight in 



Facebook's algorithm which means they are likely to show in 
fans Newsfeeds. Be careful not to abuse them however, and 
only use them when appropriate and relevant.  
 
Milestones would be things like your company's founding 
date, new product launch dates, an expansion of the 
company to a new location, etc. 
 
 
Starred Stories 
 
Similar to Milestones are Starred Stories. Starred Stories will 
also be displayed across your page's entire Activity Feed. 
They should be stories that engage people and deserve the 
attention they will receive. 
 

 
Private Messages 
 
Private Messages are also a brand new feature of 



Facebook's timelines. This can be turned off in the admin 
panel, but it allows users to send private messages and get 
support, offer feedback, complain, etc in private. Users can 
message pages but pages are not allowed to initiate the 
correspondence. Also, pages can only respond with two 
messages to every one they receive from a visitor.  
Messages are not to be used to sell, but give pages the 
ability to built trust with users and potential customers. 
 
 
Admin Panel 
 
The new Admin Panel allows much easier access for admins 
to navigate around the page.  It has a notification feed, a 
recent likes feed, a snapshot of your page's insights, private 
message activity, an activity log as well as the ability to edit 
your page. 

Activity Log 
 
Finally, the Activity Log allows the admins and page owners 



to see all of the activity that has ever happened on their 
page. It can be broken down by categories and easily edited.  
 
 
 
To wrap up, timelines are mandatory as of March 30th, page 
owners need to prepare for the big change. Default landing 
pages no longer exist and page's will have to find new 
creative ways to gain and keep fans. Apps should function 
as normal and can be found in their new location under the 
Cover Image. Most image sizes have changed on Facebook 
and custom page size has increased to 810 pixels wide.  
 
Facebook's Timeline for pages is here to stay. It will give 
pages a better way to represent their business and give 
customers a more personal experience with the business.  
 
It's time to embrace the changes or become obsolete! 

 

	  


